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llzeplca Runs

Dean
Scales
Resign_s·
by Robert J. Kosinski
Dr. Eldridge Scales has
announced his resignation as
Dean of the College of
Education to be effective in
May 1979 . He will begin
teaching assignments at t hat
time in the Department of
ounselor Education. Scales
will' be on sabbatical from
September of this year ' until
May to "re-equip himself for
teaching" according to Alyce
Claerbout of the College of
Education.
According to Claerbou e,
Scales has been Dean at
Northeastern for ten years and
felt that it was time for some
"new blood" to come in to fill
the position.
Scales, 60, was born in
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. He
completed his master's doctoral and studies in Education at

Unoppose,d for BOG

the University of Pittsburgh
with a thesis entitled, How
Gainfully Employed High
School Boys Accomplish Their
Developmental Tasks. His
undergra<.itt ate education in
public school music was completed at Virginia State College in 1940.
Scales began his career in
education as a high school
music teacher in Maryland in
College, Director of Institu1942. After three years of
tional Research at Tuskegee
army service, he continued
Insti tute a n d Direc t or of
teaching music in Virginia
Research, Commission of Coluntil his employment as a
leges in the Southern AssociaClinical Psychologist at. the
tion of Colleges and Schools.
Educational Therapy Ce~ter in
Scales held the post of
Richmond in 1950.
lect urer with Creighton UniHe held many directorships
versity and the University of
at institutions throughout the · Omaha and qas been inviteq. to .
country from 1953 until 1968, · SJ>~ak before numerous groups
including Director of Student
and
organizations
on the
'
..
( l
Personnel at Delaware State
tr achjngy roJ essi~n.
t.•

-

His writings in educational
theories and practices have
been included in many academic publications since 1954.
The Department of Academic Affairs is currently i!} the
process of selecting an acting
dean for the College of
Education in the absence of
Scales, until a new Dean is
named. A decision is expected
by.the end of this month or in
early June.

William J . Rzepka, Treasurer of Student Government, will
run unopposed for the position
of Student BOG representative
next Tuesday and'-Wednesday,
May 16 & 17. The election will
take place on all UNI campuses both days. The ballot will
have a yes-no option next to
Rzepka's name. This position
is currently held by Mitchell S.
Braun, who assumed hi s
responsibilities last July, succeeding Jim Payette.
The responsibilities of the
student BOG representativ e
includes representing student
opinion to Northeastern's governing board. The meetings are
held · once a month at one of
the 5 schools in the BQG
system, or at the home office
in Springfield. The BOG has
the final vote on matters such
as the proposed student activity fee increases.
In addition, Rzepka is the
Chairman of the Student Fees
and Allocations .Committee,
the Chairman of the Indep~ndent Club Board, Vice Chairman of the Commuter Board of
Managers, member of Student
Fees Advisory Committee,
former member of the ad hoc
committee on athletics, member of the Satellite Advisory
Committee, member of the
Charter Review Board, and a
member of the faculty evaluation committee.

'

Ashlock Dies At 41
by Judy Macior
On April 21, Dr. P atrick
Ashlock, assistant professor of
Special Education at Northeastern Illinois University ,
died at the age of 41. Ashlock
had been at UNI . since 1968
and was director of the
Ashlock Learning Center in
Oak Park.
Ashlock received his B.S. in
Special Education from ISU in
1954, his M.A. in Psychology
and Remedial Reading at
Colombia Teachers College in
1960, and his Ed.D. in
Educational Psychology in
1963.
He was involved in teaching,
educational planning, and educat1onal ~dministration since
-1958 at many levels. He
taught in Vahalla, New York,
with the physically hanciicapped-brain injured and mentally retarded. In Norridge and

Elmwood . Park he taught
Adult Reading Improvement
classes, and Remedial reading
and the academically talented
in Port Huron, Michigan. He
was a reading consultant in
Elmwood Park and a consultant for the Kettering Foundation Grant for Slow Learners
J>rogram in Ridgewod High
School in Norridge. He served
one year as an academic
assistant in the Department of
Social Education graduate
school at the University of
Texas.
·Ashlock was director of
Reading Instruction at Ridgewood High School for many
years. He was a lecturer in
Education at Bradley University (Peoria), Rosary College
(River Forest), and DePaul
University (Chicago). He spent
ten years in private practice ·
11957-1967) in educational and

psychological testing and ressori Society, Kappa Delta Pi;
mediation in Normal, Illinois,
American Council on Learning
Port Huron, Michigan, Austin,
Disabilities, Northeast SuburTexas, Elmwood Park, and
ban Council on Understanding
Norridge areas. Ashlock was
Learning Disabilities, Division
also a teacher of psychology
for Children with Communicaand head of the graduate
tion Disorders, Illinois Educaprogram in Learning Disabilition Association, American
ties at National College of Association of University ProEducation in Evanston (1967fessors, Association for the
68). He came to Northeastern
Study of Perception, Chicago
·in 1968 as an assistant . Association for Children with
professor of Elementary EduLearning Disabi~ities, Coorc!ication (1968-69) and from 1969 nating Council for Exceptional
until the present he was an
Children, Administrators Priassistant professor of Special
vate Care Association, AssoEducation.
ciation for the Education of
Ashlock belonged to several Young Children, and Phi Delta
·
professional organizations in- Kappa.
cluding: The International
He participated in many
Reading Association, Council professional meetings, and he
for Exceptional Children, Illi- . published several articles, conois Council for Exceptional authored and authored books,
Children, National Education and completed research in the
Association, American Mon- field of special Education.
tessori Society, Illinois Monte- · When asked about his

professional life by U NI
department of Univer sity
Communications,
Ashlock
stated: " I believe that my
work a s direc t or of the
Ashlock Learning Center is
providing me with a type of
in-service training which aids
me in my college teaching. In
the center's growt h from a
testing program to a tutoring
situation to the addition of
summer schools, and now in
the development of the elementary day school program, I
have found a cross-section of
problems in dealing with
exceptional children which
tends to make me more
insightful into the practical
needs of my college students in
special education ."
· Ashlock is survived by his
parents, who reside in Carrollton, Illinois, and by the many
friends at Northeastern who
will remember him always.
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Insurance

letters

Referendum

Passes ·

parking facility convenient to
the school.
We strongly oppose the
We would also like to point
proposed resident-only parking
out that very nearly ell of the
plan which is to be put into
homes immediately adjacent to
effect in the area around
the university campus have
Northeastern Illinois Univertwo car garages and that the
sity beginning May 1. We feel
few apartment buildings have
that the plan works to the
advantage of a relatively small off-street parking. In view of
number of individuals, while
this we wonder to what extent
inconveniencing and restrict- the parking problem is a real
issue.
ing the personal freedom of a
We strongly urge that · the
much greater number · of
people. As residents of St.
resident-only parking plan not
Louis, just half a block north be put into effect.
of the ·school, we can report
Sincerely,
that we have not experienced
Gloria Dimoplon
difficulty in parking during
Elizabeth L. Brutvq
school hours. In fact, it is more
Area residents
difficult to find a parking place
at night than it is during the
day. Even then, however,
parking is no real problem in Dear Editor:
this area.
. I have ·r~ently come across
The proposed parking plan wha,t I consider a blatant case
has many shortcomings. As of discrimination aga4ist • the .
residents we object to having undergraduate s·tudent that
to make special arrangements should be brought to everyfor parking every time someone's attention.
.
one comes to visit during the
There are study rooms at
hours the proposed ban is in
effect . . We also object to the library that are in the
having to _pay $10 per car for process of having locks inparking permits in addition to stalled;· these rooms are to be
the $35 fee for a Chicago city assigned to faculty and gradu' ate students. If there are any
sticker.
We also want to call to your · rooms left over, then they will
attention the fact that in order be assigned on a first come,
for the proposed plan to be first serve basis to undergradeffective it will need to be uates . .The reasons given for
strictly enforced. As residents this basis of assignment· are
we feel that this is far less that f~c~lty and graduate
worthy of police attention than students needed a place to
many of their other responsi- study and where they could
bilities, and we object to the leave their · materials undisuse of police personnel for this turbed.
purpose.
While I can appreciate the
The future effects of the reasoning exrressed, in my
resid'e nt-only parking plan opinion, my needs as an
must also be considered. · The undergraduate are just as
parking ban around Northeast- important and for the same
ern Illinois University will set , reasons.
an unfortunate precedent for
It might be prudent to
additional bans throughout the re-evaluate the priorities of
city. It is apparent that while
this university and consider
selected individuals will benethe needs of everyonb.
fit, city-wide resident-only
Doris S. Weiss
parking bans will generally
Senior
restrict the personal freedom
of the majority. We therefore
Dear Editor:
question both the wisdom and
The dog days of Public
constitutionality of the proAdministration teaching are
posed parking plan.
over for me and other students
Resident-only parking in the
of the winter term . "Your
area around Northeastern offers no real ~solution to the · disc~mfort will be over," said
problem. It merely displaces it · instructor Shariff, Ap ril 5,
refering to widesp»ead grieso that it becomes someone
else's problem. We would like
vances; our disgust was going
to offer the following suggesto be over, most of us agreed.
tions for alleviating the park\ I am sure future students of
ing problem which do not
Public Administration will
involve inconveniences and
have to bite the bullet with
loss of personal freedom
Shariff'~ junkets as the Sciinherent in the resident-only
ence
of Public Administration..
plan. First, lift the parking
I
realize
that every institution
- restriction on Bryn Mawr from
has
its
garbage bag and,
Central to Pulaski during
school hours. This · would . therefore, we couldn't avoid
provide a substantial number· not having ours. Nevertheless,
we ·are here ' to develop our
of additional · legal · parking
spaces in .-the area. Second, .· minds and not to fill them with
~haff and trash given by
arra.n ge for priority snow
Shariff as facts of Public
. removal from all main and side
streets around the school. . '. Administr11:tion.
Many of the side streets ·were
Before taking Public Admin.not plowed at all this winter
istration, I knew as a Political
and snow accumulation, n~t
Sc.ience student that P.A. is
Northeastern student and staff
the study of Federal, State and
cars, substantially reduced the
· Local govenunents' arms wh!ch
n~ber of parking spaces in
which are implementing · the
the area. Finally, seek and
public policy; such as Commisobtain funding for a new
sions, Boards, Agencies, 'juris-

Dear Mayor Bilandic:

'

dictior between them and
in the process, · etc. But
Shariff's P.A has nothing to
teach the student about that.
We spend the whole semester
talking about drinking problems, distress of workers in
Detroit production lines, their
diminishing sexual capacity as
a result of such distress; how
incompetent college students
get good grades when play_
[sic) at a football team; who is
sick-or mentally ill; cholesterol;
· suicide; disorders; rehabilitation; psychotherapy and a
tion; psychotherapy and a host
of other things non-related to
mY. conception of P.A. as stated
above . I dare to put my
conception of P.A. to the
judgment of 10,000 students
and faculty members of all
professions here and let them
. decide whether I am stupid. or

by Judy Macior
Late Welinesday evening, .
March 23, Referendum Com-·
mittee Chairman Robert L.
McDonald announced that the
student health/hospital insurance plan was accepted by the
student body, with a vote of
241 yes and 38 no. This plan, if
the BOG passes President
Williams
recommendation,
would mean that all UNI
students would be required to
pay a mandatory health hospital insurance fee every term
· (the amount not to exceed
$15.001.

Wl1S the feeling of the StudeL
Senate that this referendum
may have failed becaust
· students didn't understand the
plan. Also, this appeared with
two other· proposed fees in•
creases which did pass (the
athlete fee and •the grtduatf
fee). The' hel!lth hospital
insurance fee referend:tm resq.lts were presented to Univer- .
.sity President Ron Williamio
· for his consideration. President
Williams plans to present the
health fee to the Board of
Governors of State · C'.>lleges
and Urtiversities at thei:- next
meeting May 18, which will be ·
held at Northeastern. The fee
increase will be presenteG witQth·-l part-time graduate st~dem
activity fee and the athletic ~
as part ofca whole fee package.
.T he studeni;s who were
responsible for counting and
witnessing · the tallying of
ballots for the last referendum
included: Robert McDonald,
Ava Stein, William J . Rzepka,
Robert J. Kosinski, Judy
Macior, and Mitchell S. Braun.
It should also be noted that
Director of Health Services
Marian Etten and student Bob
McDonald spent many hours
of research and ·in planning
meetins several weeks prior to
the referendum.

The voting took place March
22 and 23 on all UNI
campuses; the vote by center
was: Main campus: 171 yes,
and 29 no, with · 208 ballots
cast and 8 invalid ballots;
CICS: 31 yes and 9 no, with 52
ballots cast and 11 invalid
something stupid: is ,going on_ ballots; Uptown: 28 yes votes
in our Dept .. of Political and Ono votes with 34 ballots
Science. ·
·
· · cast and 6 invalid ballots;
Shariff's teaching in ' P .A:. Westside: ·11 yes and Ci no,
has been a · disillusion t.o · all : - ~th· ~.l -ballots cast, and no
students - . inclu,ding som!l invalid: ~allo~s; El Centro: no
public workers with ts· years of ballots w~re <:ast (the Student
duty in public· jobs - and a Senate did ~10sure that stushattering of disciplinary in- dents at each· center were
tegrity. His explanation can be provided· ·with materials to
•found in the Newsletter of the vote if they so choosel. T_h e
Political Science Dept. -where totals include 241 yes and 38
he brags for [sic) going Bio-Po- · no with 304 ~allots cast and 25
litical - rather Bio-Public invalid ballots: •
Mentalist - and that he has
Early in the fall term a
broken the monopoly of North- similar health plan was preern ' s Dr. Wegele on the sented by referendwn to JNI
subject. But his selection of students but was defeated. It
Northeastern as a laboratory
for such bio-mento-political
experiments ,will be disastrous
for this University, its PolitiPRINT, .th~. officially recognized student newspa;J
cal Science Dept., and the
serving Northeastern Illinois Univers~ty, 5500 N. St. Louis
reputation of other faculty
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60625, is published each Friday during
Local governments' arms which
the regular academic year. Material published herein is not
members of this depart!.nent .
to be g,,nfused with views expressed by l:!:.e university·
who are devoted to their' ..
administration. •
~
.
profession.
The editors have· sole authority governing all material
Shariff has succeeded within
submitt.ed and- reserve the right to edit copy . . Editing
two semesters here to become
implies that editors need not accept all submitted material.
the most hated teacher I have
Good journalistic standards will be maintained.
ever known. Over 40 students
Deadline fo~ subm'itting material is Tu~sday, 12 :00 noon,
confessed to me their distress,
for the following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed.
since my name became known
Late copy or material that does not conform to the
through ~ther critical presentastandards set forth under Print publication policy wiij be
tions here. However most of
handled accordingly by the editors. The editors will publish,
them are afraid of expulsion in
at their discretion, any letters to the editor;
case they stand on and say
. announcements, articles, photos, . advertising, or other
submitted material.
what they feel. Some are afraid
Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor:
that other members of the
Unsigned letters will not be published, but names will be
Political Science Dept. withheld and remain confidential upon request. Obscenities
through instinct of self-preserare discouraged.
vation - will not vote to
The Office of Print is open daily and is lecated in room
relieve Shariff of his duties,
E-049, north of the cafeteria.. O1.lr_ tel~phqne number is
but will tum against them
583-4050, extensions 508 and 509. After 9:00 PM or
labeling thein as agitators.
. after the switchboard is closed, call direct 58,3-4065.
Shariff · proved , himself to be
the . cuckoo's egg in the
Political Science nest. And the
'
sooner he ·goes the better, The
_confidence in the Dept. is more
Eciitor,in-Chief .... . .·.. : . ... ·••· ...•. .'. • .'. : . . . • .. . ... .. Judy Macior
important than the courteous
Managing Edjtor... ." ............ ; • . . . .. , . . . . .. • . .• .. . .• ; Sue Lamb
fostering of a pseudopsychoAssociate Editor ~ . . . . .. ; . . .. : . . .. : . . . .. ; . ... .. . Diana L. Saunders
theorist.
·
· ·
Sports Editor .. . . . . ; .. •. .' . . .'-. . ·..• . ... ..... . • .. ; ... • .. John Stepal ·
Sincerely,
Photo Editor-_. . . . . . . . . . ... ; ; • .• • . • . , . , • . .... . . . ·. .. . . . • Jim Gross
Bu~iness Manager .. . ...•. . ..•• • ..•. : ... .. .• • ... . Mitchell S. Braun ,
Nick Retsos

~

.

.

Faculty Advisor ......•.•.. . .......... • •. • ....•. • .. •. Tom Hoberg

Editor's Note: Print at~mpted to 'contact Dr. Shariff to
offer ,him an opportunity for
rebuttal, but learned ~that he
was out of . the countty . and
.therefore unavailable.

STAFF: Don· Czowiecki, Fran Ehrmann, Carol Pedroza, Dan Pearson,
Dick Quagliano, William J. Rzepka, Bonnie Sadowski, Robert J,
Kosinski, Baruch Schur.
Photographers: Robert Freiain, Sam Giberstain, Arthur Miskowicz,
Dick Quagliano, George Raiman, Jr.
Graphics: George Raiman, Jr., Robert Freidin.
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for the students); Angelina
Pedroso, Chairperson of the_
University Senate (who will
accept for the faculty) ;· Allen
Knox, from the Budget Office,
(who will accept for the Civil
Service staff); Tim O'Connell,
On Thursday, May 18, the
the_ President of the UNI
actual Library Dedication CeAlumni Association (who will
remony will begin at 1:00 p.m.
accept for the . Alumni), B.eaThe program reads as follows:
trice Coleman, a participant in
the welcome will be done by
the Community Listeners ProLeon Davis, Chairman, Board , gram (who will accept for the
of Governors of State Colleges
community), and Melv-in
and Universities. The AccepGeorge, the University Librartance of the library will be
ian (who will accept for
given, (following the presentathe library). President Ronald
tion by Davis): Robert J .
Williams will deliver a speech
Kosinski,. President, · Student
on the library and the Urban
Senate, (who will be accepting
University. The presentation

library Dedication
May 15-18 .
by- Judy Macior
Northeastern's new library
will be formally dedicated
on Thursday, May 18, at 1:00
p.m., the same day that UNI
is hosting "the monthly BOG
meeting. The week of May 15
has been , dev oted to this
dedication ceremony. The library st aff has worked so t his
· week can be memorable for the
. university community. All are
invited to attend the festivities. Several special activities
will take place M onday
through Thursday, May 15
through May 18, which will
take place. on the fourt h floor
or the library at 1:00 p.m.
The' 'act ivities begin on
Monday; May 15 , wit h a
poetry reading by Elizabeth
Libbey, Poet-in-Residence at
Northeastern Illinois University, followed by a presentation
of paintings to the library by
Leopold Segedin, Professor
Art at UNI. On Tuesday, May
16, the Library Dedication
concert will be performed by
members of the Department of
Music including Allen Anderson , piano ; Ronald Combs ,
voice;., Aaron Horne, clarinet;
and Sylvie Koval, violin. On
Wednesday, May 17, selections from Interpreters Theater will be performed under the
direction of Jerry Bloom ,
student, Speech and Performing Ar ts Department.

•

•

PRINT

_ from the Ah.uiuii Association
will be delivered by . Thomas
Lasser, Class of 1975. Refreshments will be served on the
first floor following the program. Tours of the university
library will be conducted after
the program.
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Dr. R. Mueller from Queens
College in New York. This four
story structure is • 149,815
squ e feet; the seating capacity is 1,505 and the~shelving
capacity is 450,000. The cost of
the Library w~s $7,217 ,025·
( building construction :
$6,042,000; architectural ,fees:
$245,000; equipment and furnisl,tings ; $907,775; and miscellaneous costs were 22,250).
The library also has a lower
level which houses study
areas, book~, and a loun~e
area.

The architects for the library
were Charles E. Stade and
Associates, located in Park
· Ridge. The Interior design
consultants were Synectics
Group in Chicago, the. mechanical and electrical consultants
were Afnsco in Chicago, the
structural consultants wer e
Collins and Rice in Springfield
and the library consultant was

Mountaineering#l.

oi

What.is mountaineering a)l about? Furµly you sh~ul,d 8;Sk
Because we just happen,to have an answer. (Ah-h, life s little
coincidences.) Mouh~eer:ing is a skill, a science and an art. _
Yet anyone ·-. · with a thirst for excell~~ce ~~ normally .
developed ..•~ , motor skills can master 1t. Srm~ly study ..· · ·
these ·._.· -t fundamentals and fallow them faithfully.---_. ..,., ,. _ _

Vets Info

.: . · :_··.
'

.

The Veterans Adminis t rat ion has sent out a flyer to
500,000 of its Life Insurance
policy holders offering them a
new advantageous plan .. The
new plan allows the veteran
t o make his payments on a
q u a r terly, s emi-an nu ally , or
annual basis , at a savings to
themselves and the VA.
A new development in the
VA rducational program is the
Standards of Progress policy .
According to the new policy ,
there will be strict VA
supervision of veterans' educational progress. Those s tu dents whose grade-point average fall ·below a 3.0 will be
reported to the VA . As a
consequence, educational benefits will be forfeited.
The VA encourages veterans
to take advantage of its
veterans loan policy. G.I's
may be eligible for loans of up
to 2,500 dollars per year
depending on financi~l stajus.
Loans of up to $65 per ~ t h
are also available for veterans
that are in need of tutorial
assistance.
All information on these and
other VA policies is available
through the office of t he
Coordinator of Veterans Affairs on campus.

.

yeno ·
· by sele
the correct
o do so, pick up
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· is commonly
d heading for th
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Nowforth

t tricky part.

Neophytes, listen
up: the proper pour
is straight down ·0 _ , , - the center of the
glass. Only in
this way will O o~-.,~; o
the cold, invigo- ·. _~ .
rating taste of
the mountain
come to a head.

.

.

.

.
.

Okay, here's
·
twhere the fun be. Hold the mountain
y in your left hand,
asp the mountain
p with yo~ right
and and tWJSt
he little fella off
ere you go.

.
.

' ·. Once poured, pacing becomes paramount. As any seasoned
". • mountaineer will tell you, the only way to down a mountain
· is slowly, smoothly and steadily- savoring every swallow of the
brew that is Busch. If you're a bit awkward at first, don't be A
discouraged. Perfection takes practice ..Soon enough, having ·· '·
emptied your glass and filled your soul, you too will be a
mountaineer.

D~n't just reach for a beer.

BUSCH~ad.

for the mountains.
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'l announcelDents"\
The Miller Analogies Test (M.A'. T .) is a standardized test
used in the selection of graduate students Jn universities
throughout the country.
·
It is required of students in most of the graduate degree
programs of Northeastern Illinois University. It is recommended
that the test be taken before a student has completed six (.6)
hours in a program.
• The M.A.T. will be administered on Northeastern's main
campus at Bryn Mawr and St. Louis as follows: ·
1. Saturday, May 20, 1978 - S-101 - 9:00 a .m. -11:00 a.m.
2. Saturday, May 20, 1978 - S-101 - 11:00 a.m. -1 :00 p.m.
3. Saturday, June 3, 1978 - S-101 - 9:00 a .m. - 11:00 a.m.
4. Saturday, June 3, 1978, - S-101 - 11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.
5. Wednesday, June 14, 1978 - S-101 - 5:00 p.m. -7:00 p.m.
S-101 and S-102 are lecture halls on the first ,landing in the
Science Bulding.
The M.A.T. will also be given at the Center for Inner-City
Studies, 700 East Oakwood, Chicago on
"
6. Thursday, May 18, 1978 ~ Room 406 - 6:00 p .~.-8:00 p.m.
Since only a limited number of persons can be accommodated
at each session, RESERVATIONS MUST BE MADE IN
ADVANCE. For reservations please call my office in
. testing fee is $10 and is p~yable a~ !_h_«: time and place of te~t.
In order to achieve the best test performance possible, you may .
wish to study a copy of Barron's "How to Prepare For the Miller
Analogies Test," one of several guides available. Copies are
available in libraries and bookstores.

GRADUATE COLl,,EGIATE DEADLINES
Gradu~te students must assume · full · responsibility for
knowledge of Graduate College rules and regulations. Deadlines
specified in the Graduate College Deadlines ~ an important part
of these rules . The deadlines are included in the
Undergraduate•Graduate Catalog and in each trim~ster's
Schedule of Classes.
Graduate students planning to graduate in the Summer
trimester must submit a. final application for graduation no later
than June 9. A prerequisite for filing t he final application is t he
submission of a preliminary application. All work must be
verified as completed no later than July 7. ,
Graduate students planning to graduate in the Winter
trimester must submit a prel4ninary application for graduation
between May 1 and June 9. A prerequisite for filing the
preliminary.application is acceptance to degree candidacy.
Students may pick up the necessary forms in the Graduate
College Office, Room 4-029. Graduate College office hours for the
Spring/ Summer term are as follows :
SPRING: Monday through Thursday · 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Friday·
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
SUMMER: Monday through Friday · 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

THIRD ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON WOMEN IN CHEMIS·
TRY DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY, NORTHEASTERN
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY!
Thursday, May 18, 1978
8:30 · 9:00 a.m. - Registration in Commuter Center, Room
217
9:00 · 9:05 a.m. - Welcome and Introductory Remarks (Gloria
Dimoplon, Conference Coordinator and Assistant Professor of
Chemistry, Northeastern Illinois University~
9:05 · 9:20 a.m. - Chemistry as a Career for Women (Frank
Dobbs, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor of
Chemistry, Northeastern Illinois University)
9:20 · 9:40 a.m. - The Food Chemist (Catherine Templeton,
Food Chemist, Kraftco Corporation)
9:40 · 10:00 a.m. - Quality Control of Pharmaceuticals
(Miriam Bollweg, Supervisor, Quality Control Lab, · Searle
Laboratories)
10:00 · 10:20 a.m. Chemical Analysis of Nuclear Materials
(Anna Voeks, Chemist, new Brunswick Laboratory, U.S .
Department of Energy)
10:20 · 10:45 a.m. - Coffee Break
10:45 · 11:05 a.m. - The Chemist in Research (Barbara
Saunders, Research Chemist, Argonne National Laboratory)
11:05 · 11:30 a.m. - Chemistry and Allied Health (Elizabeth
Brutvan, University Professor of Cooperative Education/Allied
Health, Governors State University)
11:30 · 1:00 p.m. - Lunch and a tour of the Northeastern
Illinois University Crunpus
1:00 · ·1:20 p.m. Northeastern Illinois University: A Place for
Women (Marge Witty, Coordinator of Women ' s Services,
Northeastern Illinois University)
1:20 · 1:40 p.m. - Getting a Job iJ:i· Chemistry (Joan Orr,
Professional Recruiter, Chemical and Engineering Personnel,
Inc.)
1:40 · 1:50 p.m. - Break
1:50 · 2:50 p.m. - Panel Discussion and Questions from ·the
Audience (Miriam Bollweg, Elizabeth Brutvari, Gloria Dimoplon,
Joan Orr, Barbara Saunders, Catherine Templeton, Anna Voeks,
Marge Witty)
·
2:50 · 3:00 p.m. - Conference Summary and Concluding
Remarks

Th'e .ASTRONOMYCLUB will hold its first meetings Tues.,
May 16, at 1:00 in room 8·129; and Thurs., M~y 18; at 1:00 in
room S· 129. We will obtain a membership · list, formulate
objectives, p_repare the papers necessary for a temporary charter,
and exchange ideas. It is only necessary to attend one of the
sessions.

CULTURAL DIFFERENCES AMONG WOMEN with
Laveta Smith, Urban and Ethnic Education Specialist for Illinois
Office of Education, is Brown ·B ag Seminar for May 16, 1 p.m.
Tuesday in room CC219. All welcome; please come. Sponsored by
Women's Studies Program.

live
Entertainment·
at
Oriental .·
Theater
by Jeff Vischulis
The Oriental Theater at 20
West Randolph , Street in
Chicago is introducing a
special series of live entertain·
ment performances by some of
the top well·known entertain.:'
ers in the country.
One of the most recent
shows featured the famous
theater organist Tom Cotner.
He played about 24 songs
including "Singin ' in the
Rain", '·'The Entertainer",' and
"Getting to Know You, " The
show continued with • the
Broadway musical film "Sing·
in' in the Rain," starring Gene
Kelly, Debby Reynolds, and
Donald O'Connor. The film
contained very excellent musi·
cal scores and choreography.
The management of the
theater said that they are ·
trying to bring high·quality ·
entertainment back into the
Loop. But in order to convince
the front office that · these
actions will prove profitable,
they need a large number of ·
advance ticket orders. Those
who are interested are encour·
aged to call the theater at
782·6312 to request literature
on upcoming events at the
theater.
So if you are a fine arts
enthusiast, t he Oriental Thea•
ter can open t he door to fine,
high·quality entertainment at
a price you can afford!

~
~-1
§ Professional Typist §

ATTENTION: ALL APRIL . 1978 GRADUATES. All
those who had their Graduation Pictures take~ by Mar~hall
Studios in March, please return your proofs to Marshall as soon
as possible if you want J;o have your own selection of your picture
put in the 1978 yearbook.
·

INTERPRETERS THEATRE is proud to announce the
production of "Victims: An Account of a Rape. " " Victims" is the
sketch of a young woman's rape ; how she chooses to deal with it;
how it affects those around . her ; how all involved become
"victims."
The show's script was adapted for inte,-pretation performance
by Charlotte S. Waisman and Sara Feigenholtz from the book of
the same name by John Pekkanen. The play was directed by
Charlotte S. Waisman and is now in the final week of rehearsal. It
opens on May 19, and will be presented again on May 20, 24, 25,
26 and 27 in the new Little Theatre. Curtain time is 7:30 p.m.
andit is important to note that no one will be admitted after the
show begins. Admission is free, but tickets should be picked up in
advance at the Little Theatre box office. For further information,
please caH extension 520, 529, or 536.

§

i

IBM Selectric
677-7748

§

i
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STUDENTS FOR ISRAEL will celebrate Israel's 30th :
birthday on Monday arid Tuesday, May 15, and 16 in the Village •
:
Square. Help us celebrate!
:
ATTENTION : FACULTY, 'I'EAMS, CLUBS & ORGANl· :
ZATIONS. Anybody who hasn't had their group picture taken •
yet for- the 1·77•78 Yearbook and who desires to have their group
represented in the upcoming book GET IN TOU.CH WITH THE
.YEARBOOK STAFF WITHIN THIS WEEK TO ARRANGE A
DATE! Detach the for-m below and drop it off at the Yearbook
Office at E·043, or put it in our mailbox. This is youi- l_ast chance :
:
to have your pJcture put in.

Twin Matt & Box 53. 1)0 •
:=u!I ~att & tiox' . 68.00: :
Queen Matt & Boxl38.00 :
Folding Cot
4!t9 5 : .
Pillows
1.90 •

:• • A rnerican ·1•

! Sleep Shop i

····················-------------------

Group Picture: ...................................................... ........................ .
THE RETURNING ADULTS and Transfer Students Club is - Date· ..................................................................... ....................... . .
changing its meeting to Thursday at 1:00 in Room 2·071. The
Time: .......... ·... ........................................ .. ......_ ............................. .

meetings J<Vill be held all through the Spring session. Everyone is
welcome to drop in and visit.
CHARTER REVIEW SOARD. will meet Tuesday, May 23,
1978 at 11 a.m. in the Student senate conference room. All are
invited to attend.
The next meeting of t he Student Senate will be May 15 at 7
p.m . in CC·217. All members of the UNI community are invited
to attend.
There are.two student vacancies on the Committee to Evaluate
t he Center for program Development. Any interested student
should contact Bob Kosinski before the June 5 Senate meeting.
There are · two student vacancies from each college on · the
Valedictorian Committee. Any interested student should contact ,
Bob. Kosinski before the June 5 . Student Se~ate ~~ting. ·
Kosmski's phone number is ext. ·501 and his 'office is located at
E·210, above~tl1-e ,~-9<!~
.,,,,~,:,r;.; ~- -.,rJ...,v!"' . ·
0

'l6t-,aro

:

:

·············•·••······

Place: ............................................................................................ .
May 16 at 8 p.m. - Michael Schneide~, a distrin:guished
organist from Cologne, Germany, will play an all•Bach program ·
that was first performed in 1840 by Felix Mendelsslion.
Rockefeller Memorial Chapel, U. of C., 5850 South Woodlawn,
753·3381.
May 26 a t noon - Qreek Festival of Music and Dance. Richard
J . Daley Center Plaza, Dearborn and Washington.
INTERNS NEEDED: The State of Illinois Film Office is
looking for full time intei::ns to help perfomJ pre·production chores
for film companies attracted to Illinois. This is public relations
w:ork, som~ travel, some photography of potential settings, and
telephoning. Acad1;imic credit available. Office located at Wacker
and Wells. If interested, call x521, Speech Dept., and leave your
name and phone number for Dr. Walker.

4635N . K&dzie
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by Judy Macior
On Thursday, May 4, 72
Northeastern students received citations for outstanding
service or leadership at the
second annual UNI awards
presentations . The awards
were an attempt to recognize
those students who ,displayed
outstanding service or outstanding leadership within the
UNI community over the past
year.
Students who received certificates of outstanding leadership included: Grace Amedeo,
Frank Battaglia, Susan Bickel,
Mitchell Braun, Adela Cerda,
Shiela Daughtery, Tim Eannarino, Sam Gjanem, Sam .Giberstein, Rochelle Gordon, Robert
J. Kosinski, Flora Ll~cuna,
Beth McGuire, Judy Macior,
Charles Miceli Jr., Jim Pay-ette, Jim Privatsky, George
Raiman Jr., Kurt Regensburger, William J. Rzepka, Irene
Sipp , Janice Smith, Dave
Thourson, James Unnerstal,
Holly Webb, Harold Whitfield,
Donna Wilson, Greg W ohcik,
and Mike Welton.
Those students who received
certificates of outstanding service inclqde: Carl Annis,
Rachel Besser, Sue Bialek ,
Hector Carrera,. Greg Czapla,
Mike Donatucci, Sue Eget,
John Fitzpatrick, Bob Friedin,
Bill Goodman,- Mark Geraci,
Jim Gross, Tom Grossmeyer,
Richard Heinz, Marilyn Javor,
· Lila Katz, Jill _Landero, Jim.
. Lipinski, Laura Layman, Joseph Lill, Maureen Linker,
Bob McDonald, Sue Martin,
Debbie Mickus, Lynne Panos,
Kevin Peterson, Ivan Parra.t a,
Sue Pyle, Dick Quagliano,
Rick Rios , Michelle Rosen ,
Diana L. Saunders, Sandy
Scher, Katy Schweininger,
Dennis Shaw, Sonya Sledge,
Sue Smigla, Stan Soparas Jr. ,
John Stepal, Jacobo Szapiro,
Terri Tennehill, Dan Taussig,
and Timothy Theis.
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Several members of cc
""--A
'··-....,B ;;;.,...,
are rec~;~zed as outstanding leaders at awards night. [Photo by Judy
Macior]
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fltudent
by Daniel C. Kielson

i don't really remember how it

Percussion, horn, double reed,
they're all so bland.
Come to think of it, maybe l
won 't join the ban~-And there 's football; I was
good in high school.
· But with the size of the guys
here, I'm like a molecule:
Someone told me to join SAM,
but what's SAM?
Some organizational chart that
resembles a monogram?

It's all over now, I've paid my
dues.
I )Vent home after meetings
and drank my booze.
The frustration was intense.
The rewards immense.
And although there were times
I wanted to shove it,
There were many niore times
when I really loved it.
The working together,
part was great. ·

that

all got started.
Certainly I can't say the path
was clearly charted.

And perhaps for the Senate I
could campaign.
Although from my wheeling
dealing I'd have to abstain.

To feel the friendship that we
could generate.

There may have been a request
here and there.
Perhaps it came at a time my
ego needed repair.

And the CCAB, I know what
that is.
But what pray tell me is the
Orchesis?

You see, I'm an old student
worker from way, way back.
Who showed up tonight to pat
us on the back.
'

Maybe it was intuition,
To pursue my singular mission.

I think I'll narrow my choice
to Justice or. Student Aide.
That way whatever happens,
at least I'll get paid.

For not too long ago I too took
a chance.
When someone approached me
and asked me for a dance.

But whatever the reason! I did
get involved.
And my quest to contribute
reasonably resolved.
In thinking back, there were
many choices.
What to pursue? I kept
listenµig for voices.
There's the Print and the
glamorous bi-line.
To follow the team and look
for the bunt sign.

.

s,m:i.:.-:::~·(~J~

~,

Prov~ John Cownie [left] and President Ron Williams [right] congratulate student leaders Jamee
Payette [center] at the reception followin1r awards niJcht at UNI.

And speaking of baseball, I
can write with zest.
It -may even get me a trip to
the southwest.
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Honored
A committee was set up to
review nominations. Any UNI
student, fa·c ulty, or staff
member were able to submit
nominations in writing. The
committee also arranged the
program for the evening which
included speeches by Student
Recognition Committee Chairperson Rocheelle Gordon (coemcee of the evening), Barbara
Cook, assistant to the Vice
President· of Student Affairs
(co-emcee of the evening ; who
spoke on student service),
University President Ronald
Williams, who spoke on leadership, and Student Government
President Robert J. Kosinski,
who spoke on service. · The
highlight of the evening was
near the end of the program
when newcomer Daniel Kielson, the Vice President of
Student Affairs , who was
scheduled to speak _o n service,
recited a poem which he
composed on ·Student Activity life at Northeastern. (see
reprint in this issue).
Four of UNI's finest musicians, Josep_h Lill, Greg Worjcik, Carl Annis, and Tim
Theis, who were also recipients
of awards, performed several
brass ensemble numbers at the
ceremony.
· Kosinski and Gordon, student speakers and recipients of
the -awards, spoke to their
perception of service and
leadership at UNI. It should
be noted that both stated that
· although t here were many
students receiving awards, it
was possible that some people
didn't receive awards who were
deserving of recognition.
A wine and hor d'oeuvers
reception. followed the presentation, at which time family
and friends were able to meet
with presenters and recipients
of the awards. Several members of the UNI community .
were present to express their
congratulations to the students.

Page 5

How about the band, maybe
there I'll get my fling.
And play the songs that make
the whole world sing.

(the limited)®
Management Opp~rtunities
\

The Limited, the nation's leading specialty store
group, is on the move again. Due to recent promotions, we are ·seeking a select few, strongly
results-oriented individuals to fill key positrons
leading to outstanding management opportunities.
The ideal candidate will be a college graduate who
is seeking the very best retail training progr~m
in the United States.
'

Qualified individuals should call Mr. Eric Hawn at
(312) 675-3580 or write to him at: The Limited, 117
Old Orchard, Skokie, IL 60076.

sympathize.

!
i

An hull OJIIOflunlly l 111ploytr M/f

What instrument to play? The
winds I despise. ' _
And to carry a tuba, I really

j
I

(the limited)®

I
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. MEN'S
ULTRIUM

$59.95*
-WOMEN' S ·
U LTRIUM ,

$49 .95*
'

(PLUS FREE OPTIONS)
· Where: Outside Bookstore - _
When: May 15,- 16

8:30-3:30 p.m.
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CCAB Is bacc
by Rochelle Michaels
CCAB, the Commuter Center Activities Board, is the
liaison between the University
· and entertainers who perform
the University campus circuit.
CCAB arranges dances, theatre, novelty acts and lectures,
many of national reputation. It
is also responsible for twice
weekly showings of films.
Other responsibilities of
CCAB are to co-sponsor events
with other campus organizations and to work with the
Student Activities office in
coordinating such events as
the fall tournaments held in
the game room.
CCAB . also provides students with the opportunity to
become involved in the choosing, booking, and hosting of
entertainers and speakers, and
a chance to coordinate studentsponsored events such as .
recruitment drives. These ex-

.:Board of Governors

perierices offer students self provide.
The Commuter Center Acexpression and self-development in areas of interpersonal tivities Board is granted funds
relations and leadership quali- by the Student Fees and
ties. CCAB attempts to raise Allocations Committee of the
the ~tatus , of non-curricular Student Senate. The monies
student activities, and to are ·then broken down for
involve the academic disci- distribution of expenditures
plines and their students in for the three 16-week trimestCCAB offerings which relate ers. Monies are then allocated
to their fields, such as theatre, to the various committees. We
music and political issues. One encourage students to particivehicle of formal instruction in pate in these events, since part
working with the professional of your student activities fee
entertainment field is our has paid for them.
The committees which must
annual summer showcase.
The UNI Box Office is a have at least five members to
service we provide for students remain active are: Special
and staff, and to assist other Interest Mµsic; Special Egroups on and off-campus in vents: Classical Art; Theatre
selling their tickets to stu- and Dance; a Roll 'Em Films ;
dents. In the near future, we Unicom Films; Roving Artist;
will sell Chicago Alliance for CTV A; Concerts; Lectures ;
the Performing arts vouchers and Coffeehaus. FEEL FREE
and tickets for area theatres. TO GIVE US A CALL AT
The advantage of this program JU3-405.0 Ext. '505-506 FOR
will be the discount we can FURTHER INFORMATION.

William J. Rzepka, candidate
for Student Representative to
the Board of Gov ernors .
[Photo by Judy Macior]
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Abzug to Speak

At Co-m111encement
Bella Abzug, former Con- the E qual Rights Amendment
gresswoman fro m New York, and for the Title IX Equal
accepted an invitation from Opport unity for Educatio n .
the UNI Commencement ComAbzug was born in 1920 in
mittee to speak a t the · the Bronx. She received her
ceremony May 22.
B.A . from Hunter College,
Abzug was in the Congress where she was Student Govas Representative of the 19th ernment president. She reand 20th Congressional Dis- ceived her law degree from
tricts for 6 years. During this
Columbia Uniyersity Law
time she was a member cif the
House Public Works Committee and Chair-Person of the
House Subcommittee on Government Information and Individual Rights. She has fought
strongly for the approval of

at UNI
By Dick Quagli~o
On Thursday, May 18, -· Students rece1vmg aid from
' President Ronald Williams will · ISSC will have the insurance
meet with the Board of picked up that program. ·
Governors for State Colleges. Students that belong to other ,
At this meeting, the President aid programs will be billed and :
will make recommendation their individual programs will
concerning three . new student take care of the fee.
fees. These three fees will
consist of a part-time graduate
fee, a health fee, and an
President Williams said that ·
athletic fee.
the fee would be "between 12
to 16 dollars . " This is
dependent upon an open bid
•The part-time graduate fee which the program would go
will be $9.00 per semester. out on.

1

This is being instituted because since part-time graduate
students are eligible for student government and other
functions at Northeastern, it
would only seem fair that they
would pay an activity fee.
Originally part-time students
were exempt · from a student
activity fee.
'

The other two fees will affect
most of the undergraduate
students here at UNI. Not all
students will have to pay the
stt!dent health fee.

The student health fee came
into existence with its passing
by student referendum in early
April. What this fee would do
would be to cover the student s
with health insurance . All
students will have to take the
fee with a few except ions .
Students · having their own
insurance or covered by their
parents will fill out a waiver
form. This would exempt them
from the fees .

A second exemption would
be students on financial aid:

763-8144

The final student fee that·
will be mandatory for all
students will be the athletic
fee. The athletic fee which has
been proposed, voted on by
student body, passed by
student body, sent to an Ad
Hoc Committee, and finally
sent to the President's desk
has an obvious long history.

The fee which was originally
proposed at $9.00 will only be
$8.00 per semester. The reason
for this? President Williams
_explained that the Provost met
with " Spin" Salario, director
of athletics. The two of them
discussed the budgets for the
sports and it was found that
$8.00 was all that was needed
to cover this budget.

If these three fees are passed
by the BOG most undergraduate students will be paying an
extra 24 dollars per semester,
whereas part -time grads will
be paying $9.00. These fees
will go into effect for the fall
trimester 'in September.

STUDENTS!
.

School and was editor of the
Law Review. Absug th en
practiced law for 25 years adn
gave her practice up to devote
her energies to Congress.
Absug will be available on
campus at a question and
answer session sponsored by
Women's Services on May 22.
The time is to be announced.

Resumes Unlimited
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Earn S$$ During Summer Break.
Typists, Transcribers, Clerks, Figure Help
You are needed - Come in. Bring a friend
or relative.
VICTOR TEMPORARIES
919N . Michigan Ave., 751 -2306.

100W . Monroe, 782-6244

STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE
HAS LOWEST STEREO
PRICES

Pioneer SX980 Receiver f369 .
- Technica Sl1900 Turntable f120 .
Akai CS702D CHNtte f126 .
Our Free Catalog has manv more deals on
major brands, even lo_, prices on our
monthlv specials sheet. Send now and find
out how to buy current S7.98 list lp's for
SJ.69. Stereo Clearance House Dept BL76
1029 Jacoby St.. Johnstown, Pa. 15902 .
Phone Quotes 814-536-1611

•
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Academic Peer Advisors-Assist Freshmen during Orientation
The· University Counseling
Center is looking for students
who would be interested in
obtaining three hours credit to
help in t he academic orienta•
t ion process of incoming
freshmen . This has been successful in t he past as students
who helped ot h er studen t s
found it rewarding to pass on
informat ion and resources
· which t hey accumulated . Stu-,

dents should feel free to contact
Barbara Bales in the Universi ty Counselin g Cen t er fo r
more information.
Peer Advisors who enroll for
section 02-Academic Orientation will be working with the
University Counseling Center
counselors and will be trained
to worl< with incoming freshmen in small groups. Peer
advisors will assist freshmen
not only ~ t he registration

Search and Screen
for Dean Underway
Political Science Department),
T h e Search and Screen
. Committee for Dean of College
of Arts and Sciences is
underway and has begun the
screening process. Fifty people
have applied for the position of
dean of UNI' s largest college,
and t he committee members
are now reading vitae and
preparing to bring candidates
~n ~ampus later in the Spring
term (the exact time will be
announced at a later date).
Members of the search and
screen include: Carol Ball
(Chemistry department) , Barbara Cook (leve 3 and 4
ad ministrator), Richard Dee
Strada (student member), Edris Fredrick (chairperson of the

Carl Hammond -(history department), Herbert Lamp (Bio·
logy department), Karen Lee
(Library), Tony Pat~icelli
(Math Department), Judy Macior (Student member), Angelina Pedroso ( Foreign Lan·guage Department) ; Russ Roller ·(Art Department), Barbara
Winston (Geography Pepartment), and Gregory Singleton
(History Department) . Winston" is t he chairperson of the
committee, and Florence Levy
is the committ~ secretary.
Students interested in expressing their input to the
committee should contact Dee
St~~a or Macior in the
Student Senate Office.

process but will aid with
Academic Advisement and
general information about the
University, its regulations ,
and its policies. Peer Advisors
will be expected to attend ten
class sessions from 9 a.m. to
12 noon from June 21-July 6,
1 and the seven Orientation
sessions from 8 :45 a.m.-12 :30
p .m . from July 6-14 . In
addition, peer advisors will be
expected to meet four times
prior to class orientation

session was also a success
from the poil!t of view
of the ~coming freshman as
they were able to relate to
their peers in a relax ed
atmosphere where they were
able to ask students questions,
realizing that their advisors
went thru the same experience
not too long ago. If you would
be interested in becoming a
part of making t he orientation
process meaningful for new

sessions with the instructor
during May-June (hours individually arranged) and for one
wrap-up _session on July 18,
from 9 a.m.-12 :00 noon.
Students interested must
contact Barbara Bales, Univer·
sity Counsiling center, B-115,
ext. 362, by May 19. Student s
will be able to add t his course
during summer regist ration,
but an admit to enter will be
nl!eded. Three credit hours will
be given for the course.

·LE

Kudos to a Psych Profs for
Conf erence on Aging
At the last Board of
Governors meeting, April 20,
in Springfield, University Pre·
sident Ronald Williams spoke
with pride in reference of the
National Conference on Age
and Employment, which was
sponsored in part by • Northeastern an Bankers Life and
. Casualty Company. Williams
acknowledged the work Dr.
A nn Buchman n a nd Dr.
Anthony Kopera of the Psychology Department for the
key role t h ey · p layed in
planning the programs and
seminars for the conference.
Several UNI · faculty mem·
hers, among others noted in
t he field, were presenters at
t he conferen ce. Dr . Peggy e
Anderson, Psychology depart·
ment, spoke on t he "Effect of
Employee Status and Income
on Seeking Retirement Home.
Living," .Or. Ann Buchmann,
conference Co-Chairperson and
UNI Psychology department
.faculty member, spoke on
" Intergenerational Relations:

Some Implications for Managerial" Communications" and
on ''.,Iptergenerational Relations: Some Implications for
Managerial Communications''.
Mr. Daniel Kuzuhara, Psychology teacher and Adulthood
and Aging Studies CoQ_rdi~<!t,-,.
or, spoke on "Minority Elderly
and Retirement" . Dr. Richard
Robertson sp oke on "The
Effect of Employee Status _and
Income on Seeking Retirement
Home Living" . Dr. Stanley
Renas, Department of Business and Management, spoke
on "Non -Mand atory Retire·
m ent P rograms · and Their
I mpact on Business and
Industry". _Dr. A. Koper!l, and
Ms. Carol La Chappelle were
helpful as support staff members and t heir inpu t wa s
recognized with other contributions by Vice President for
Development and Public Af_fairs Donn H . · Bichsel. The
Conference costs of $35 .00
were waived for UNI students,
faculty, and staf{.

Don't Spend Your
Summer Sweating.
-

vv,: ,

Overa Job!!

wo, · y > We have long & short -term assignments in many categories
for people w ith office or industrial skills .
•SECRETARI ES (90wpnt shorthand; 60wpm tvPffll)
• TYPISTS ISOwpm)
•GENERAL OFFICE
• MATERIAL HANDLERS •WAREHOUSE
• INOUSTRIAL-Sltiltectl, S....i-Sltltted
We pay tap wages & offer vacation pay, bonuses. incentives. benefits &
mU<;h more. Many convenient MAN~ER locations throughot,11
Chicagolar>rl Gi,,.. ,1s a call tor a ..no-sweat" summer. ·

.

0.

792·01N
~

Ch arac ters & 1978 ·

NOW HIRING!!
WHO: Students, Homemakers, Retirees. The type of People
that can project the Spirit, Enthusiasm, and the Friendliness
that is Great America.

WHAT: Positions are available in Ride Operations, Merchandise
Sales, Food Service and Preparation, Games and Arcades,
Secu rit y, Clean-up, Warehousing, Office and Clerical ,
Accounting, Park Maintenance and Landscape.

WHEN: Applications are being accepted daily from 9 AM to 4 PM
including weekends, in March and April, and Monday thru
Friday beginning May 1st.
·

WHERE: Applicants must apply in FERSON at Marriott's GREAT
AMERICA®, located on Ro,1te 21, between Washington
Street and G rand Avenue in Gurnee, Illinois.

JOIN OUR CAST OF EMPLOYEES AND ENJOY FREE complimentary admission privileges for you and your farr)ily, plus take part in our
recreation program which includes mouies, dances , outings, and
sports.

MARRIOTT'S ' GREAT AMERICA® considers its employees its
best attraction. Opportunity is here, as well as hundreds of interesting new friends.
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY M/ F

.Marriott's

IBIAT

ANIBIGA
®

• fl-SltlVICl~

1-.quul O,,p,,r/11,._
i .l)· 1-:m p/11,-rr
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Deadlines for -Parking Decals:
May 15
by Donald Czowiecki
Once again it's time for all
faculty, staff, and students to
obtain parking decals for their
car if they wish to use the
parking lot. The deadline for
having the decals on the car is
May 15. After this date, cars
without decals will be ticketed.
This term will be the first
that is affected by the recently
enacted parking restrictions
set for the community surrounding the university. Only
residents are allowed to park
on the streets and they must
also have a special decal from
the city. Any cars without thi;.·

restricted parking decal ill be
ticketed by the city. The. fore,
all cars that beloni · to
university me~bers must be
parked in the school's lot.
Students who need a decal
may pick one up in the
Security . Office between the
hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. There is not char~e for
the decal as they have already
been paid for. All that th~
students need to bring is their \
driver's license number, their '
license plate number, and·their
validated bill. If you have not .
received your bill', just pick up
a temporary permit . from

Make a Wish

Security. This permit allows
you to park in the lot until you
receive your bill.
Faculty and staff also have
a parking decal for their cars.
The fee is $6 and they may be
~otained , at the Cashier's
Office:.
Although the new parking
restrictions may present an
additonar problem to the
parking situation, the students
can help make the matter less
of a problem if they try to
work things out calmly. Remember, the parking decal
deadlinti is May 15, so don't
hesitate to get them.

Make it come True

Life is full of wishes and
'dreams . . . some small, some
large. If you had a ·wish, what
would it be? Another week at
Ft. Lauderdale? You can do
better than that. How about
flying to Paris and selecting an
original designer outfit? Or
sailing away on a windjammer
cruise for two?
Or, maybe you 're just
wishing class would end so you
could take a walk in the
sunshine.
While you're walking, stroll
over to the drug or variety
store where Scholl products
are sold and you may be on the
way to fulfilling your favorite
wish. Just pick up an official
entry blank for Scholl's "Wish
Come True" sweepstakes. (Or
write to "Wish Come True,"
P.O. Box 3044, Grand Cent;al
Station, New York, NY 10017)

And remember: When you
wish upon a shoe~ the wish you
want just might come true.

All parking lot users must
park in between two parallel
parking bay lines. Vehicles
must be pulled into all parking
bays, backing into a parking
bay will result iJ?- a ticket.

Here's a chance at making your_wildest dream come true!

PRB - "I' wish I could
afford a racy sports car." "I
wish I'd studied harder for
that last exam."

After you've entered you're
" wish," walk comfortably back
to campus in good-looking
Exercise Sandals from Scholl.
Made with a sculptured,
contoured beechwood sole, the
sandal's toe-grip encourages
foot and leg muscles to
exercise with every step, for
miles of daydreaming.

Parking meters are provided
(near the Security Building)
primarily for visitors and
vendors. All persons using the
metered spaces must insert the
proper coins and activate the
meter mechanism (officers will
not). Hours of enforcement on
these metered spaces ~e 7 :00
a.m. through 10:00 p.m. The
maximum time afforded on a
meter is two hours. A ticket

will be issued when the meter
indicates time expired. A
second ticket will be issued for
the sa:me vehicle (after a ten
minutes grace period has
expired). Multiple violations
by the same driver can result
in towing the offender's vehicle.. Proper coins must be
deposited in the meter to use a
space even if the vehicle bear~
a valid UNI decal.

Kick on your Scholl E~ercise Sandals
.
and make awish: ·

- Sc;holl May

Write your special wish in
25 words or less and you might
win a first prize of $5,000
worth of wishes. The secondprize winner will receive up to
-$1,500 worth of wishes; and
five third-prize winners will
each receive up to $500.
There's no need to buy
anything to make a wish. The
contest ends August 31, 1978,
and winners will• be chosen in
October.

No parking is permitted in
the Reserved, Disabled, or No
Parking areas without the
proper decal. This regulation is
_enforced seven days a week.

,

Sweepstakes void wherever
prohibited or restricted by law.
Scholl reserves the right to
substitute cash for any
winning entry. Limit one
entry per contestant.

Enter the Scholl "Wish Come True''
weepstakes.
.
Entering our sweepstakes is almost
easy as kicking on a pair of Scholl
ercise Sandals. All you have to do is
stop by your favorite drug or discount
tore and pick up an official entry
lank (complete with contest ·
ules ): Then,· in 2 5 words or
ess, send us your wish by
August 31 , 1978. If you
don't have a special wish,
may we suggest a few?
How about flying to
Paris and selecting an
original designer outfit? Or
riding an elephant in the
grand circus parade? ·
Or sailing away on a windammer cruise for two?
r just taking off for anywhere on
your very own moped? ·
·
inners will be chosen in a drawing to
held October 31, 1978. First-prize winner
will receive a wish worth up to $5,000.
Second-prize winner, a wish up to $1,500.
And fi~ ( 5) third-prize winners will each
receive a wish worth up to $ 500.
Here's wishing you luck.

Better than barefoot

OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANKS AND CONTEST DETAILS AVAILABLE AT THE
SCHOLL EXERCISE SANDAL DISPLAY IN YOUR FAVORITE DRUG OR DISCOUNT STORE.
OR WRITE: WISH COME TRUE, P,0 ~.ROX 3044, GRAND CENTRAL STATION, NEW YORK, NY 10017
© 1978 Scholl, Inc., Pat. Nos._3063457/3088.184
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UNI AlumnuS' Play
Farce at the Body 'Politic

by Dan Peanon .

Looking for a , laugh this
weekend? The Body Politic is
offering several in the form of
THE BARON MUST DIE, a
complicated criminal farce
which will be playing its last
weekend tonight and tomorrow
nights.
THE BARON MUST DIE
is written by Frank Shiras, a
UNI alumnus. An earlier draft
of the work was first conceived
and performed in a workshop
here at Northeastern taught
by Allan Bates.
Shiras has had his plays
performed locally in the Chicago area at Victory Gardens,
The Playwright Center, The

....................,

,....
~

I

Frank Shiras - playwright and Northeastern alumnus.

~

STUDENTS!
Can you work at least

I

~ ~ne day a week? We ~
~ have tempora~y office ~
~

assignments for;

~

TYPISTS, CLERKS
GENERAL Office ~

I

• ~

I

~ We offer competitive ~
~ rates .. . local assign- ~

~ ments . . . vacation
~ pay and bonus . We'd
~ like to work with you;
~ it pays to work with us.

I!
~

~

~
~

~

Evanston Theatre Company as
well as at the Body Politic.
This is the second of Shiras'
plays to be produced at this
location on Lincoln Avenue.
The first, SW AP, 'was also a
farce about kooky criminals.
Two of his published plays
GO ASK ALICE and AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSE are
currently being performed by
high school and little theatre
groups nationally.
The current production under the direction of Sharon .
Ferguson Phillips is an op.d
mixture of occult fanaticis,m,
The Baron [Herb Shayman] reassures his germ conscious wife [Dianne Couves] "There are no
Nazi impersonations, dead germs
in Germany.,,..,
bodies, motorcycle thugs, and
I

Temporary Girl
Skokie: 4849 Gold Rd.
677-18
Des Plaines: 3150 River
Rd., 298-0990
Chicago: 77 W. Washington, 372-3316

~

~
~
~

I!
~

~

~
~

~

l ....................-4
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DiSCOUNT .
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' ·
· UNI .STUDENTS
ANO FAC, Ul!"r
. WITH 1.0 .'S

<

the ever popular money-filled
shoebox.
' '
The action is fast paced and
furious with its characters; a
second-rate con man using the
guise of an aristocratic baron,
a supremely innocent heiress, a
novice hitman and motorcycle
enthusiast, the con man's
cutie, a real redhot mama, and
a mysterious caller who changes identities faster than a
welfare chiseler, all caught in
an ever-confusing situation.
Death has always been a
serious subject for comedy and
THE BARON MUST DIE is
no exception to this rule.
Between the attempted transmigrations of souls and the
real reasons why the Nazi flag
is in the den are two acts and
an intermission guaranteed to
provide the audience with
. something to laugh at.

character of the Baron, it i~
' Providing most of the
unfortunate his performance
amusement is Dianne Couves
levels are so erratic.
as Amy, the heiress who is
The Victorian interior deafraid ·of germs, the outside ,
signer by Nels Anderson
world and dialing the teledeserves a special mention.
phone. She is perfectly delightful in her attempts to explore ' The set is most impressive.
THE BARON MUST DIE
the forbidden fruits of civilizaw,ill be performed at the Body
tion.
Politic, 2261 North Lincoln
Also effective in his role of
A venue, for the last time this
Pipes is Scott E. Salmon, as
Friday, May 12, at 8:00 P.M.
the young tough from the
and on Saturday, May 13,
drive-in across the street from
Amy's mansion, with his with shows at 7 and 10 o'clock.
German doctor impersonation Call 871-3000 for ticket infor:
and interesting choice of dead mation.
bodies.
··
The BARON may be considHerb Shayman , as the ered a silly and lightweight
convincing flim-flam artist comedy by &Orne. Farce has
whose plans keep going wrong, often retained a bad reputation
turns in a respectibly frantic from more sophisticated theaperformance when the spirit tre goers. As a comic art form
moves him. Smee much of the it deserves a place in the
success of THE BARON legitimate theatre. That place
MUST DIE rests with the this weekend is at the Body
P'olitic.

12,

'
Mav,
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free cl~sifieds ' \ UNI to host National -Conference
.I .

on ••urban Development''

Bill,

wanted

Some decades are worse than
others. Ten years from now . . . He
meant well . ..
'da new chief

May 15 and -16, Northeastern Illinois University, thanks
to the Kellogg grant it
Jimmy,
received,
will host a - national
Oh for Canada?????????????
WANTED: We need the use of
art conference on the "Urban
University". President Wilchildren's tricycles for the Ameriliams has taken an active
can Cancer Society Bike-a-thon on
Di,
May 21st. For more information
10 points for an -anonymous leadership role in shaping the
please call Greg at 772-9889.
editor.
urban-grant legislation and
EiC mentioned at a faculty assembly that UNI would be playing
Daniel,
an active role in trying to
. And as we are ready to fade into
revise the legislative language
retirement from undergraduate
to
include institutions like
life; do YOU have any regrets? " If
Northeastern.
This conference
we had it all to do again . . .·"
FOR SALE : Ru~t drapes - living
pie will be entitled "Making Best
& Dining room - 75' long; $50.
Use of Federal ·Urban-Grant
5:3
Also, Admiral window air-condiLegislation."
tioner; $50. Call Dorothy at Ext.
The Conference - will take
670, 671.
TU TU
---- ·---------What time do I come in today? place in Alumni. hall and the
4 door Chevy, 6 cylinder. Good
THE PHANTOM program will include: Monday,
•condition. New Battery . Best ·
May 15, 10:00-10:30 a.m.,
offer. 465-6650. '
SMOKEY THE BEAR
Reynold Feldman, Conference·
I think it's time for · another
Coordinator,
will make some
wilderness adventure.
introductory
remarks and
fiver
introduce President Williams
who will deliver the welcome
WOODY
address . From 10 :30 a.m .Thank
you
for
Saturday
night.
WORK
STUDY
JOB
IN
ALPACINO 12:00 noon, Panel I, will
HEALTH SERVICE

lor sale

Stu.den t must be eligible for
WORK Study Award to apply for
this job. Hours per week are
flexible. 5 to 15, but must between
12 noon and 2 PM - Monday
through . Friday. Clerical Job
File, Phone, Errands.

personals

SUSIE Q
I looked for you at the usual
place but you were not there.
ROBERT REDFORD

American Academy of Dramatic Arts

DRS
I think you are becoming a bad
influence again!!!
•.' ,
JAMES

Since 1884 the American Academy of Dramatic Arts
has enjoyed an unparalleled reputation in
the training of professional actors.

Mr. Michael Thoma,
Director of the Acaaemy/ West

BARBARA
" ... Are you watching me now .

will be conducting
Auditions and Interviews
in Chicago
May. 10-14

KRIS
Paxson :
We can work around schedules
and the desire is always there, so
, all we need is your fi nancial
situation to c hange (for the
· better).
Lust & Love
Your future co-habitor
Hawkeye,
Thanks for being you.
Woody
Doc,
Maybe we can reschedule the
Brampton trip; I could use some
of '. hat pasta.

Tom,
You're a great addition. Thanks
for stepping in now when we need
you ; only a friend would give this
much time and support.
Hermann Hesse
Rob Roy,
Y aaaaaaaaaaaaa ... Good Luck.
I' m sure it will be just another
victory for the man who realizes
that " personal sacrifices ... "
rose
Nib~lungenlied,
A great tribute was paid to you
in Kalamazoo . : .
Chaucer

ISABELA
That Guiness is going to get
him.
A CONCERNED DRUNK

LUNCH -OINNE_R
LATE SNACKS

0
.L

PIZZA

O

IN THE PA'N

BHR. COCKTAILS . WINE
( h "" hrc..,1ied Gull,burqt-r~

E

RdH, • ( h,, lu•n • Stc"ok~

A
T

M
,0

-~ ~sls

Gt~:
N

l

.

8108 Milwaukee Ave .
Niles: 298-2100 _ E
(( ••n•• M,1,,..oul,..-., & O.•mp, tt•I)

Pan Inn Libby,
Hope today was a better day.
CD gal _
Dennis,
Glad to see you back at the local
stomping ground.
one among many

HAPPY BIRTHDAy -TO
L.B.

MARY

- - - - - - - --------

The Academy offers a six-week Summer course
beginning July 3, 1978 and a two-year Major Day
School beginning October 2, 1978.

UNI Students:
You can discover more about a
Dance Company in an hour of play
than in a year. Discover The Arve
Connection performing in our
school's Auditorium, May 15, 1978
at 8 P.M.
' Cultural Minded

UNI Student Senators:
One Who Never Asks knows
either everything or nothing. P.S.
How about all 25 Senators
participating in Student Gov't.

S 3SSS W. Dempiter St. R

H

Skokie: 675 -2300
IC <i• f'l 'l ' 01r'"" p~ 1., ,

t

C? nlrol P t.

2727 W. Kowcird St.
Chicago: 338-2166

f

include Dean W. Keith Kenne· present a dance concert in the
dy, College of Agriculture and Auditorium.
On Tuesday, May 16, from
Life Science, Cornell Universi9:00-11 :00 a.m. Ronald Wilty, On "lessons of OUr
liams will present a symposiland-grant Past" and Mario
um along with G. Robert Ross,
Anglada, National Executive
Chancellor of the University of
Director, Aspira of America,
Arkansas at Little Rock, and
on "Possible Applications to
with Barbara Knudson, ProfesOur Urban Future" . From '
sor of Continuing Education
1:30-3:00 p.m. Panel II will
and Criminal Justice Studies
include James Harrison, Exat the University of Minneso·
ecutive Director, Committee of
ta;' the symposium will be
Urban Program Universities,
on "Federal Legislation and
on "Assuring Meaningful Fedthe Future of the Urban
eral Urban-Grant Legislation",
University". From 12:00-12:30
and James Compton, Execup .m. the conference summary
tive Director, Chicago Urban
will be given by John Cownie,
League, on "What the Cities
Provost of Northeastern.
Really Need from their UniverPresident Williams and Co·
sities". From 5:30-7:30 there
ordinator Feldman are encourwill be a banquet at which
aging UNI community memtime Harold Hodgkinson, exbers to attend the conference
ecutive director, Professional
due to the important nature of
Institute of the American
the discussions. The sessions
Management Associations,
(except the banquet) are free
will speak on "Assuring Best
to UNI students, faculty, and
Campus Use of Urban
staff members. All are encourGrants." From 8:00 t~ 10:00
aged to attend.
p.m. the Arve Connection will

CAL( NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT:

(312) 782-1155

We are opening °"r house to you

THE

Chines~ Buffet'
EnjoJ the Smorgasbord
of Oriental Dalirhts
...
,unch $2.79 · dinner ·S4.2S ,
All You Can Eat!
New .Hours:
Monday thru ·Friday
Lunch 11 :00 a.111 . - 3:()0 p.m.
Din~er 5:00 p.m. ~ 9:00 p.m .
Saturday & Sunday
Lunch 11:00 e.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Dinner 4:00 n.m. - 9:00 p.m.

5854 N. LINCOLN

• · 334-5252
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sports.
Eagle find Southwest Teams
not to the!r Liking
by John Stepal
As t hey travelled across the
states of Texas and New
Mexico , the Northea s tern
baseball team accumulated
just about every thing : sunburn, injuries , and T-shirts.
E v er y t hing , that is , excep t
victories, of ~ hich t here was
only one. They went home
wit h a 1-7 r~ord for the trip,
and a common feeling t hat
they had faced some really
tough c.ompet it ion.
To t his observer, however,
t he opponent s weren't all that
overbearing. P ot entially, UNI
should 've won at least one
mor e game a nd could 'v e
conceivably come home .500.
Bu t something wa s a lways
missing : lack of timely hitting ,
bad calls, and poor defe nse
each hurt t he Eagles at one
stage or another.
We started out well enough,
blowing New Mexico High- .
lands right out of t heir park,
15-2. Fro~ there it was all
downhill. It took a while, but
we fin a lly convinced t he
Cowboys to take the second
-game. Even after committing
six errors and squandering a
four-run lead, we still could 've
salvaged a ·tie, Either of two
good-looking pitches that were
called balls would 've gotten us
out of Las Vegas with a 4-4
ri.eadlock. On John Nuebling's

Doerr, among others, turned in
fine defensive plays. With the
·~c? r.e"t ~ _~t-!_~ree in the sixth,
· however, the freshman hurler
grooved one to the Miners'
leauorr hitter, and, after going
_d own 1-2-3 in the seventh, we
were 1-5.
The last stop of the trip was
a twinbill with the New
Mexico State Aggies, who had
beaten ''UTEP two out of three
earlier in the year . Rene
Rodriguez, who had won the
only game of the trip, was hit
for three homers in the first
inning and fell behind 11-0.
Three errors did not help
matters, either, Once again
Northeastern was forced to
play catch-up. What hurt most
of all, though, was the fact
that Rodriguez only permitted
one more run in going the
distance, while his teammates
chased the Aggie starter with
five runs in the second. Final
score: 12-5.
The final game was also the
b es t , as it t urned in t o a
pitchers' duel between E ckholm and t he NMS start er. We
managed runs in the first and
s ix t h , · and bot h times the
Aggies tied the score in their
half of the inn.ing. · Steve
Thompson' replaced Bud in the
ei~hth and gave up · a double
which bounced over the fence.
Unfortunately, the ump called

next delivery came the game's
winning hit - spoiling a fine
pitching job by Bud Eckholm
and as good a performance by
Nubes.
Tlie Eagles headed back to
Albuquerque where they had
pract iced just two days ago.
Here they were to play New
Mexic o Unive rsity a t Lobo
Field, the same place where
· senior captain Tom Kokos had
cut his hand just two days
p rev iou s ly , cau si ng him to
miss all of the Eagles' eight
games. But UNI dig not have
much better luck against the
Lobos. I n t he t wo game series,
they were outscored .47-11 by
NMU, by far t he 'best of the
four teams Northeastern faced.
T he next stop on the E agles'
schedule was El Paso, Texas,
for a doubleheader wit h t he
1977 NCAA Track and Field
.titlists. Coach Marty Miller
elected to start Frank Aiello
a nd E,ich Schli t ter , bo t h it a home ruri, and t he Eagles
getting their first starts of t he were. the recipients of a terrible
season. Aiello was touched for call which meant their seventh
eight hits and nine earned runs consecutive loss, 3-2.
in just under four innings, as
It should be considered that
UNI dropped the first game, each of the teams which
10-2.
Northeastern played had alW e fared considerably better ready competed in about 35
in the nightcap. This game games, compared to our three
featured not a single UNI prior to t he trip 's beginning.
error, a first on the trip. On .There occurred, however, too
t he contrary, Schlitter received many times when the Eagles
t remendous support; as ~Jim beat themselves.

commentary

· Whose n1ove·· is••· it now?
by John Stepal
There are times when I
wonder if this school can do
anything right.
Probably the latest in a long
line of blunders occurred with
the forma tion of the Ad Hoc
Committee, a group chosen by
President Williams to " decide
on t,he role of intercollegiate
athletics at Northeastern. " By
t he time t his committee decided to uphold the proposed $9
at hletic fee , the winter trimester had practically ended.
What this led to is total
confusion within · the university. Some students will disagree, but the fate of athletics
· undoubtedly affects every organization on campus. Because
nobody knows exactly what
will happen with athletics ,
organizations' budgets are up
for grabs. Mo~t have submitted two budgets, one if the fee
passes and another if it
doesn 't . If the fee does pass,
other organizations will have a
greater revenue, as the money
raised by the activity fee will
only , be divvied µp five ways
instead of six. However, one
problem tnat has developed
concerns the athletic budget

for the fall trimester. It will
take until the winter term
before the money is.realized, so
athletics will have to receive
some monetary aid for the
fall regardless of the fee's fate.
From what I understand, a lot
of people don't realize this, and
are not leaving room for any
kind of athletic cont ribution.
M y s olution? Have the
university pay for athletics.
That 's the way it 's done at
mos t schools. Whv should·
UNI be any different? Athletic~
has been treated like a club
long enough . This would
r esolve that problem , leave
more money for othet:, campus
organizations, and maybe reduce a little of the bad blood
that's developed between students over budgets.
Athletics came within an
eyelash of folding in ' 77 .
Something better happen soon.
I recall last year too vividly.

the interim period, and what
could happen if the fee increase
does not pass the Board of
Governors. We encourage students int erested in the fate of
Intercollegiate athletics t o attend the BOG meeting on May
Ht .

UNI has Shot at District
by John Stepal
It's a good thing for
Northeastern that Circle does
not compete in the N AIA
District 20 tennis tournament.
In the conference tourney
played last weekend, UICC
walked off taking eight of the
nine positions, permitting St.
Francis to emerge victoriously
in Nl doubles. UNI, meanwhile, managed seconds in #4
and #5 singles, where Frank
Lux and Bob Wiedner fell to
the powerful Chikas · in the
finals.
What's ironic about the
district tourney this year is
that no one team appears
dominant over the other 15. So
Northeastern, with their rather
unimpressive 12-10 record ,
can emerge on top, says tennis
coach Ron Faloona. "St.
Francis probably. deserves to

PII

.

Ill

be favored. The only other
schools that appear to be
strong include Olivet-Nazarine, Illinois Benedictine, Lewis, and us."
Faloona has not been happy
with the way the season has
progressed. "Some schools we
played were better than us this
year, like Circle, St. Ambrose,
· and Bradley. But we lost a lot
of matches that we should 've
won. Erratic is an . excellent
word to describe the way we've
played this season. If we get
some consistent play, though,
we have as good a chance as
anyone."
The tourney is t oday in
Deerfield. Should UNI pull-,an
upset, the t eam would travel
to Kansas City, Mo. for the
Nationals May 30.
Stranger t hings have h_appened. ·

CCAC Tournament Result s
Team Standings
1) UICC .
2) ·St. Francis
3) UNI
4) Lewis
5) IIT
6) Purdue-Calumet
7) Chicago-State

Dual Meet Record
25
16
9
9

6-0

5-1
4·2
3-3

3
0

2-4

0

0-6

1-5

The Quagmire
Last Friday I interviewed
Bill Veeck, owner-president of
the Chicago White Sox. The
purpose of this interview was
to get Mr. Veeck's opinion on
the possibility of a ' '.College
Day". This day would consist
of discount tickets available to
college students. Although the
Sox sponsor many promotions
such as Jacket Day, Bat Day,
and a variety of others, Veeck
was not in favor of the idea.
The reason Veeck gave was
that Sox ticket prices were
already one of the lowest in the
league. He said that if the Sox
reduce prices, they still don 't
make it up sit the gate ~th
increased attendance; consequently, they lose in the long
run.
While I was there I took the
opportunity to ask Veeck a
variety of other questions
concerning the team. First I
asked him to what he could
attribute the team's poor start.

~

Bill Veeck

.

Editor's Note: The UNI
Print endorses the proposed
fee increase. However, our
concern is what will ~appen in

Despite . Erratic Season,

Veeck said that the problem
with the team was that they
were not getting timely hits.
"We could get a few hits in an
inning and not score a run,"
stated Veeck. "Solderholm,
Garr, Bonds, and Orta have
been hitting well, yet were not
getting four or five hits in a
row which produces runs."
I was a bit surprised when
Veeck stated, "The pit ching
has been as expected, maybe
better.". I looked at the

individual ERA 's of the starting pitchers. Two were below
last year's. mark, but Stone
and Barios were disappoi11tingly high.
Veeck then stated the team
had no plans t o' move into a
new stadium if one is built.
"We're happy with where we
are at ," s aid Veeck. " Our
location is excellent, just off
of the Dan Ryan, and we have
excellent parking facilities. We
are also easily accessible by
the CTA."
, .
But Veeck is more than
president of t he White Sl)x, He
is the father of nine children
with ages running from fortyfour all t he way to fifteen. He
also makes about seventy-five
personal appearances a year.
Most, according to Veeck, are
at high schools and colleges.
"Kids today are smarter than
most people give them credit
for _This is due mainly to mass
communication, especially television . A k id in _ El -Paso,
Texas, knows .what is happening in Bangor, Maine.' '
Veeck says that he really
enjoys speaking at the colleges
and universities because, "I
like to lceep up with today's
youth." Northeastern should
try to secure Bill Veeck as a
guest speaker for the . near
future. He is not only the man
"who· ~aved the White Sox for
Chicago", but he is also a very
personable human being.

